• Rybczynski and others try to answer the question: is a car-free America a realistic goal?
• Atlanta Symphony Orchestra may not get a Calatrava after all, though he "will be invited to participate" in new site design (will he or won't he? not even his press agent knows for sure).
• Hill ponders "there has to be a better way" to rejuvenate London's poorer neighborhoods than building "freakish towers of luxury flats."
• Huxtable hails Ranalli's Brooklyn community center that "manages to break just about every deadly rule of conventional public building design...This is, in sum, real architecture"; revisit ANN's feature about the project (with lots of pix).
• An affordable housing in the Bronx is out to prove that eco-friendly construction can be cost-effective.
• Another saga in the Bronx suggests role for architects in securing stimulus funds.
• The Prince of Wales on architecture: his 10 'monstrous carbuncles': ...has defended his views on modern buildings 25 years after his 'monstrous carbuncle' speech but architects remained divided on whether his comments have made any difference.
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